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New Perspectives
As we celebrate the start of 2021 together, gratitude remains our north star. During
last year’s collective global pause, while travel was either suspended or reduced, the
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challenges were indeed tumultuous. But the result? A renewed appreciation for the
landscapes, communities, and experiences we cherish most.
Connection is the fabric of exploration. It always has been, and today the power
of connection is even more precious. So as you begin to journey anew, we are
dedicated to delivering peace of mind, each and every time you travel—whether you
venture abroad or stay closer to home. Our favorite hotels and resorts, cruises, and
destinations have all pivoted quickly and remarkably, researching and implementing
innovative ways to help us all safely reconnect with what matters most.
We remain honored and grateful to take part in your continued journey, and look
forward to turning the page together.
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CONNECTION
as CURRENCY
Travel Elevates celebrates a pivotal domino effect.
OFTEN THE MOST IMPACTFUL IDEAS BEGIN WITH A TRIP.

By its very nature, travel fosters curiosity and new perspectives. Such
was the case when a group of travel advisors ventured to Kenya with
Micato Safaris. During this journey, they were so inspired by the work
in Mukuru that they collected funds to establish a new Computer
Learning Center at Harambee Center. It’s now fully funded for the
first year, with plans to continue the partnership until it is selfsustained. And thus, the idea behind Travel Elevates was born. The
mission? Leverage global travel partnerships to enrich communities
through education and economic empowerment. Consider it a desired
domino effect, as thriving and sustainable global communities are
further built via the power of travel. Travel Elevates will sponsor two
projects each year and will also highlight many more projects to assist
travelers in identifying local charities they may wish to support during
their trips.
To learn more about this year’s selected initiatives, enter OFFER EW26485 on
the website found on the back cover.
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Soaring over the playful Playa Grande near the Dominican
Republic’s Amanera resort.

New
Perspectives
WHILE 2020 WAS A PIVOTAL YEAR THAT
WILL BE FOREVER REFLECTED UPON,
AS I THINK ABOUT WHERE AND WHEN I
TRAVELED DURING THESE UNCERTAIN
TIMES, I’M STILL FILLED WITH GRATITUDE.
I started the year with several work trips
on the books: British Virgin Islands,
Mexico, Chicago, Nashville, Austin. Most
were postponed, yet replaced by an
unexpected getaway to the Dominican
Republic. Traveling with my 11-year-old
son, we journeyed to Amanera, where we
felt safe, nurtured, and renewed. In fact,
we were treated so well that my son still
talks about our Dominican adventure guide,
Albert. As we went ATV-ing, ziplining, and
paddleboarding together, Albert—a former
baseball star—not only shared his knowledge
of the area, but revealed his life story and
the ethos of his community: a respect
for nature, family, and the Dominican’s
decidedly slower pace.

Our private Amanera villa was grand, the
cuisine top-notch, and the sound of a massive
ocean swell mesmerizing. But sometimes a
seemingly insignificant moment or momento
can remind us of something much larger.
One of Amanera’s turndown amenities was a
small, handmade Taíno zemí statue. Crafted
from native Guayacan wood by local artisans,
it symbolizes protection and strength. For
my son, the figurine reminds him of Albert.
For me, it’s a reminder of what matters most.
During that stay we reconnected to nature,
each other, and ourselves. We left with a
deeper appreciation for what we have, and for
what was experienced on that indelible trip.
As we turn the page and look to new
horizons during 2021, I hope you continue to
find inspiration within the pages of Ultimate
Experiences and find a renewed appreciation
for travel’s superpower: connection.
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

ERIN LENTZ, EDITOR IN CHIEF
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TAG MEDIA
0133 Prospector Road, Suite 4012J
Aspen, CO 81611

Signature Travel Network is comprised of top-tier travel
agencies that share one common objective: serve the
personal needs of the discerning traveler. The network’s
buying power translates into the ability to leverage
worldwide partnerships to provide you the best value and
ensure the best service before and during your travels.

This brochure has been produced for the exclusive use of Signature Travel
Network member agencies only. All efforts have been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained herein. Should an error occur, we
reserve the right to correct it. Print Date: December 2021.
Cruise lines, tour operators, hotels and resorts, airlines, and all other travel
service providers are assessing enhanced health and safety protocols in
light of COVID-19, and how changing health and safety protocol impact
current and future offerings. Actual offerings may vary from what is
displayed or described within these pages.
NOTICE: Prior to booking, please consult all applicable U.S. Centers for
Disease Control travel advisories, warnings, or recommendations relating
to cruise travel, at cdc.gov/travel/notices. If a certain threshold level of
COVID-19 is detected onboard a ship during a voyage, the voyage will end
immediately, the ship will return to the port of embarkation, and your
subsequent travel, including your return home, may be restricted or delayed.
Health and safety protocols, guest conduct rules, and regional travel
restrictions vary by ship and destination, and are subject to change without
notice. Due to evolving health protocols, imagery and messaging may not
accurately reflect onboard and destination experiences, offerings, features,
or itineraries. These may not be available during your voyage, may vary by
ship and destination, and may be subject to change without notice.

Jen Murphy
WRITER

Jen Murphy writes the What’s
Your Workout column for the Wall
Street Journal and contributes
to publications including Town
& Country, Conde Nast Traveler,
Men’s Journal, Outside and Food
& Wine. She is the author of the
Yoga (Man)ual.
WOULD MOST LIKE TO
INTERVIEW: Sylvia Earle,
marine biologist, explorer,
and author.
FAVORITE SURF BREAK:
Ho’okipa, Maui.
TOPPING MY TRAVEL WISH
LIST: The Island of Tahiti.

Ignacio Maza
WRITER
Ignacio Maza is Signature
Travel Network’s Executive
Vice President, responsible for
the network’s luxury business
development. He’s visited more
than 100 countries on seven
continents, and has worked in
the travel industry for 40 years.
His articles and insights have
appeared in The New York Times,
AFAR, Luxury Travel Advisor,
ASTA Advisor, and more.
WOULD MOST LIKE TO
INTERVIEW: Paul Theroux,
the American travel writer and
novelist, best known for his first
travel book, The Great Railway
Bazaar.
DREAMING ABOUT VISITING:
Uzbekistan. I was on my way to
Central Asia last March and had
to re-arrange my trip due to
COVID travel restrictions. Hope
to visit in 2021.
ALWAYS IN MY CARRY ON:
My Kindle is my constant and
indispensable companion when
I travel.
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The Adriatic’s Hidden Gem
The opening of the One&Only Portonovi puts Montenegro on the map.
BY JEN MURPHY

THE MARCH OPENING OF
THE ONE&ONLY PORTONOVIMONTENEGRO IS CERTAIN TO
POSITION MONTENEGRO AS THE
NEW DARLING OF THE ADRIATIC.
Located at the entrance of Boka Bay
—a sheltered idyll known for its wild
beauty on Montenegro’s southwest
coast—the resort is the brand’s first
European property. It will also boast
the region’s debut restaurant by
Michelin-star chef Giorgio Locatelli
and an exclusive partnership with
renowned wellness company Chenot.
A nautical playground waiting to be
discovered, the resort is adjacent to
a 238-berth superyacht marina and
surrounded by beaches that rival
any stretch of sand you’d find in the
Mediterranean.
The resort’s 113 guest rooms, suites
and villas, and 10 private homes, frame
views of the surrounding marina,
bay, and mountains, and include
two spectacular villas set within
private gardens and serviced by a
team of butlers, chefs, and valets.
Culture connoisseurs can get lost on
the cobbledstone streets of nearby
medieval towns like Perast and Kotor,
while nature lovers can hit the trails
of UNESCO-listed parks or take in the
coast by yacht or speedboat.
The Adriatic’s new nautical
playground is poised to pamper
discerning travelers with these resort
and experience highlights.

Opposite: The preferred way to explore Boka Bay is by boat. From top: The One&Only
Portonovi-Montenegro pool overlooks the Adriatic Sea; master suites frame seaworthy views.

ON PROPERTY

CUISINE. Sabia is Michelin-star chef
Giorgio Locatelli’s first restaurant in
the region. Highlights of the Rivierastyle Southern Italian menu include a
raw bar and artisan wood-fired pizzas.
WINE. The resort’s one-bedroom
signature Suite One can be stocked
with guests’ personal selection of 213
wines from Europe.
ADVENTURE. Take in the surrounding
natural beauty with expertly guided
hiking routes, uniquely designed for
One&Only guests.
WELLNESS. Expert practitioners
at the Chenot Espace can curate
everything from a six-day advanced
detox to a four-day destress and
recharge program. Hydrotherapy and
cryotherapy facilities are highlights of
the space.
CULTURE. The resort’s grand
facades, majestic colonnades, and

Chic Retreat.
Enter OFFER H11551
on the website found
on the back cover to
unlock special suite and
villa privileges.
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red terracotta roofs reflect the
architectural style of the old Venetian
palaces of the region.
R&R. Soak in one of the resort’s
six pools or lounge in the sun on
Portonovi’s private sandy beach.

OFF PROPERTY

CUISINE. Old stone exteriors and a
glassed-in terrace overlooking the
marina and Old Town make Galion one
of Kotor’s most romantic restaurants.
Its exceptional seafood-centric menu
rivals the ambiance.
WINE. Visit Castel Savina, a familyrun winery overlooking the Bay of
Kotor, and taste its rosé-grenache,
cabernet, merlot, and chardonnay.
ADVENTURE. Hike or raft in Durmitor
National Park, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site dotted with stunning
limestone peaks and glacial lakes.
WELLNESS. Take a restorative dip in
the pure waters of Lake Piva.
CULTURE. Tour the impeccably
preserved medieval towns of Perast.
Often referred to as the most
picturesque town in Europe, it feels
charmingly trapped in time. Just one
main street is packed with 17 palazzi,
16 churches, and Venetian stone
palaces.
R&R. Enjoy a customized sailing trip
and discover the ancient fortified
towns of Risan and Tivat and the
quaint fishing villages that line the
spellbinding coast.

U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E S
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SUITE LIFE: The palatial,
3,100-square-foot Presidential
Suite sleeps up to six people and
features two bedrooms, two private
balconies, a living and dining room,
and a bathroom that feels more like a
mini spa, complete with soaking tub.
Two fireplaces are extra cozy on cool
winter nights.
SIP & SAVOR: Bourbon Steak Orange
County is celebrity chef Michael
Mina’s ode to the classic American
steakhouse. Pair a dry-aged steak
with a cult Cabernet, then retire to
33°North—the resort’s intimate patio
overlooking the Pacific—for a whiskey
nightcap.

The reimagined
Waldorf Astoria
Monarch Beach
Resort & Club;
poolside R&R
frames views of
the Pacific.

TEE TIME: Golf legend Robert Trent
Jones, Jr. modeled Monarch Beach
Golf Links in the traditional Scottish
links style, creating a layout with
tight fairways, firm greens, and
stunning views. Additionally, fourwheel GolfBoards allow players to
“surf” the 18-hole course.
WELLNESS YOUR WAY: With 24
treatment rooms and suites, a
salon, nail studio, pool and café, the
30,000-square-foot Spa at Waldorf
Astoria Monarch Beach Resort & Club
is a sanctuary to unplug and reset.
A menu of more than 70 treatments
and 40-plus fitness and mindfulness
offerings allow guests to customize
their pampering.

Checking in …
The Waldorf Astoria Monarch
Beach Resort & Club

YOU CAN’T TALK ABOUT CALIFORNIA BEACH CULTURE WITHOUT
IINCLUDING THE MONARCH BAY BEACH CLUB. Originally opened in
1962, this Orange County coastal playground is an institution for sun
worshippers and surf lovers. In January, the private beach club and
the Monarch Beach Resort enters an exciting new chapter under the
Waldorf Astoria brand. Sand, surf, and service are the new motto at
the 400-room property. Perched atop a 150-foot seaside bluff in Dana
Point, the reimagined hotel feels like your dream beach house, yet
with a 175-acre backyard fronting the Pacific. With three pools, awardwinning golf, a destination spa, and exceptional dining, it’s the ideal
getaway to chase an endless summer.
8
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THE LIFE AQUATIC: When the
Pacific Ocean is your backyard,
seafaring pursuits are limitless.
Vintage “woodies” transfer guests
in true Cali surfer style to umbrella
shaded lounge chairs. The resort’s
private beach club rents kayaks,
paddleboards, and surfboards, and
can arrange wave-riding lessons. If
the surf gets a bit too rough, head
to one of three pools: A private pool
with cabanas, a family pool with a
sprayground for splashing, and a lap
pool for fitness enthusiasts.
Online Key.
Enter OFFER H17 on the website found on the
back cover for toes-in-the-sand inspiration.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

As Silversea Cruises toasts the new year, cruise lovers rejoice: The ocean is calling,
with everything from brand-new ships to fine dining.
SIP & SAVOR
Silversea’s applauded, destination-focused S.A.L.T.
program (featured on the Silver Moon and Silver
Dawn) captures the culinary heritage of each
voyage. Curated by Adam Sachs, former editor in
chief of Saveur magazine, S.A.L.T. (Sea And Land
Taste) celebrates destinations by sourcing authentic
ingredients inspired by tradition. Program highlights
include market trips, special dinners in the S.A.L.T.
restaurant, and cooking demos with local guest chefs.
NEW YEAR, NEW SHIPS
Silver Origin
The first destination-specific ship by Silversea,
Silver Origin is the apex of experiential travel in the
Galapagos. Expect a team of Ecuadorian national
expert guides, the highest crew-to-guest ratio in the
Galapagos, eight Zodiacs, all-suite accommodations,
Horizon Balconies, butler service, interactive
basecamp, and Ecuadorian-inspired cuisine.

Silver Moon
With a capacity to accommodate 596 passengers,
Silver Moon will maintain the small-ship intimacy
and spacious all-suite accommodations considered
hallmarks of Silversea, in addition to featuring
the aforementioned S.A.L.T. culinary program—an
immersive gastronomic concept.
Silver Dawn
As the tenth ultra-luxury ship to join Silversea’s fleet,
Silver Dawn inherits the best features of her sister
ships Silver Muse and Silver Moon, but is in a class all
of her own. She is large enough to offer eight dining
options (including S.A.L.T.) yet small enough for
Silversea’s intimate onboard ambience. Expect posh
suites, extraordinary itineraries, and cutting-edge
design and technology.

What’s New. Discover more cruise innovation by entering
OFFER M22305 on the website found on the back cover.

U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E S
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Life Aquatic
Safely set sail on an adventure of a lifetime with Seabourn,
the world’s finest ultra-luxury resort at sea.
Opposite:
Spacious
decks allow for
quiet sunset
celebrations.
From top:
Seabourn
Venture’s
stylish Veranda
Suite; onboard
happy hour.

custom-built submarines will provide an
unbelievable glimpse into the mysteries
that lie deep below the ocean’s surface.
Footage will be shared on high-definition
screens in the Discovery Center and
Expedition Lounge. Each day, guests will
gather in this teaching and academic
center to be briefed by scientists,
wilderness experts, naturalists, and
other members of the ship’s world-class,
26-person expedition team.

WORLD CRUISE 2022

WITH TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS KEEPING US
CLOSER TO HOME, OUR DESIRE TO EXPLORE
HAS NEVER BEEN STRONGER. Seabourn, a
leader in small-ship luxury cruising, has been
hard at work to ensure its newest offerings
will satisfy the collective yearning for cultural
immersion and adventure. A new purpose-built,
ultra-luxury expedition ship, Seabourn Venture
will allow travelers to comfortably voyage to
some of the most remote places on the planet,
while the 2022 World Cruise features an
itinerary packed with legendary cities, tropical
isles, and UNESCO World Heritage sites. At a
time when travel is more nuanced, Seabourn
is making it easier and safer for people to
take that long-awaited vacation. So let your
countdown to the trip of a lifetime begin.

10
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INTRODUCING SEABOURN VENTURE

Polar explorer Ernest Shackleton would have marveled
at the comforts on board the new Seabourn Venture.
Set to debut in December 2021, the ship combines
Seabourn’s signature service and luxe touches with
adventure-ready design and technology. Built to PC6
standards, the 132 all-veranda, all ocean-front suite
vessel can venture to the far reaches of the Arctic
and remote parts of the Amazon while still delivering
passengers five-star amenities. Famed designer Adam
D. Tihany is responsible for the artful details and
custom furnishings in the luxuriously appointed suites,
in addition to signature touches in such common areas
as the sky-lit Atrium and Expedition Lounge.
Off-ship experiences allow guests to follow the call
of adventure unlike ever before, thanks to a fleet of
double sea kayaks, bicycles, and Zodiacs. The ship’s two

Satisfy your pent-up wanderlust and
join Seabourn for a round-the-world
voyage in 2022. The itinerary’s theme,
Extraordinary Horizons, certainly lives up
to its name. The 145-day World Cruise
on board Seabourn Sojourn promises to
check off multiple bucket-list experiences,
from snorkeling the Great Barrier Reef
to visiting the pyramids in Egypt. Get
passport-ready, as you’ll be stopping
in 72 ports in 28 countries on five
continents. The itinerary overnights in 20
marquee cities, including Honolulu, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, and Singapore. Urban
adventures are complemented with visits
to remote, tropical isles, including Pago
Pago and Sulawesi and the dreamy islands
of the Maldives. Visiting guest chefs and
artists-in-residence bring a dose of local

culture onboard,
while mid-voyage
excursions, like a
chef-led market tour
in Sydney and an
after-hours’ musical
performance at
the ancient site of
Ephesus in Turkey,
provide an exclusive
deep-dive into
destinations.
Seabourn
Sojourn will depart
Los Angeles on
January 11, 2022,
following a gala bon
voyage dinner and
overnight at the Ritz
Carlton Marina del
Rey. The ship will
travel west, visiting
Hawaii, the South

Pacific, and Australia, then continue on to Asia,
Arabia, and Africa, and will conclude in Athens,
Greece on June 6, 2022. This sailing marks
Seabourn’s first return to Egypt since 2014, with
an overnight scheduled in Luxor and a stop in
Sharm el-Sheikh.
The intimate size of the Seabourn Sojourn
(just 229 suites), ensures you’ll be cruising
with a like-minded group of curious, cultured
travelers. And service is always five-star, with
a nearly 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio. Every suite
includes a Personal Suite Stewardess who can
arrange everything from a private in-suite
cocktail party to a relaxing bath.
Subject to CDC cruise advisories. Seabourn’s actual offerings
may vary from what is displayed or described here. For
updated information, visit: www.signaturecdc.com

Sea Scape.
Enter OFFER M22202
on the website found
on the back cover to
venture further.
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CULTURAL CONNOISSEUR: Get
schooled in Zulu culture while visiting the
DumaZulu Traditional Village in Richards
Bay, South Africa. You’ll be welcomed
into the chief’s homestead, or kraal, to
observe traditions such as basket weaving
and beadwork, be treated to a Zulu dance
performance, and watch a demonstration
of the village healer practicing a type of
divination known as bone throwing.

Land & Sea
Discover Asia and Africa with Oceania Cruises.
BY JEN MURPHY

ASIA AND AFRICA ARE TREASURE TROVES, HOME TO
BOTH WILD, NATURAL LANDSCAPES AND DYNAMIC,
CULTURE-RICH CITIES. When you journey to these vast
continents with Oceania Cruises, all travel logistics are
taken care of so you can focus on once-in-a-lifetime
experiences. Oceania Cruises has curated exceptional
pre- and post-cruise options as well as insider access
to must-see sites in ports of call like Tokyo, Mumbai,
and Cape Town. Onboard, you’ll find five-star comforts
including lavish suites, exceptional spas, gourmet
restaurants, and European-trained staff that can execute
your every need. From Big Five safaris in Africa to temple
hopping in Southeast Asia, your dream trip awaits.

12
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AFRICA

THE ADVENTURER: Tackle the
world’s highest-shifting sand
dunes during an off-road vehicle
adventure in the Namib Desert.
This thrilling, half-day excursion
offered from the port of Walvis
Bay in Namibia navigates one
of the oldest deserts in the
world. You’ll traverse both lunarlike landscapes and tidal flood
plains and return via Dune 7, the
country’s highest sand mountain.

HISTORY BUFF: While calling on Durban,
South Africa, take a half-day excursion to
the Nelson Mandela Capture Site in the
picturesque Natal Midlands. The visitor
center and towering steel sculpture mark
the site of Mandela’s 1962 arrest, while
a museum within the center tells his
remarkable life story. As you walk through
the site, don’t miss the steel columns,
which resemble Mandela’s face.

Opposite: Singapore’s reflective Chinese garden; From top: Land
excursions include game drives in South Africa; India’s famed Taj Mahal.

THE EPICURIOUS: From
Cape Town, journey to
the Cape Winelands for a
half-day of wine-estate
hopping. You’ll tour the
grounds and taste the
wines of such venerable
producers as Vergelegen
Estates and have the
opportunity to ship home
the region’s awardwinning Pinotage and
Chenin Blanc.
NATURE LOVER: Book
a pre-cruise safari at
Linyanti Bush Camp in
Botswana. The six-tent
luxury camp is located
on a private concession
bordering magnificent
Chobe National Park.
Game drives and
mokoro (wooden canoe)
excursions promise
sightings of elephants
and buffalo.

ASIA

THE ADVENTURER: Dive
the colorful coral reefs off
the coast of Male in the
Maldives. A local guide
will point out orangehued clownfish, Moorish
idols, sea turtles, and
even manta rays.

CULTURAL CONNOISSEUR: Visit the
Elephanta Caves, a UNESCO World Heritage
site just a few miles from Mumbai Harbor.
Located on Gharapuri Island, the 7th-century,
rock-cut temples are linked to the Hindu god
Shiva.
HISTORY BUFF: A half-day tour through
ancient and modern Shanghai provides a
comprehensive look at this vibrant city’s
past and present. Travel back in time as you
wander past the colonial architecture of the
French Concession neighborhood and browse
the intriguing historical artifacts of the
Shanghai Museum. Then jump back to the
present with a trip to the 88th floor of the Jin
Mao Tower, where you can glimpse dazzling
city views.
THE EPICURIOUS: Get an insider’s look at
how sake is made from fermented rice at a
premier brewery in Moji, Japan. You’ll also
learn a bit about the etiquette of drinking
sake in formal and casual situations.
THE WELLNESS FANATIC: In Goa, a local
yoga guru leads guests through a mindful
sightseeing tour aboard a houseboat on a
local river. You’ll flow through meditative
postures and learn controlled breathing
techniques that increase energy while
simultaneously calming the mind.

Ready. Set. Cruise. Enter OFFER M22201
on the website found on the back cover for more
seaworthy sojourns.
U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E S
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BESPOKE

Privacy, Please
Consider The Retreat—an all-exclusive luxury
experience by Celebrity Cruises®—your
high-end resort at sea.
ONE OF CRUISING’S MOST PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES IS
TUCKED AWAY ON CELEBRITY’S EXPANDING COLLECTION
OF SHIPS. Debuted on the Edge® Series ships, The Retreat is
redefining the concept of personalized travel. And as the Celebrity
fleet undergoes its Celebrity Revolution,SM every ship will feature
The Retreat Sundeck, the redesign of The Retreat Lounge, and
reimagined suite interiors. Akin to a members-only club, this new
concept is a safe sanctuary defined by all suite, all exclusive, and all
inclusive. Think customized butler service, a private restaurant, and
stellar amenities. And with collaborations including designer Kelly
Hoppen and famed chef Daniel Boulud, explorers can expect the finest
in design, food, and wine, too.

14
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THE SUITES: An
international design star,
Kelly Hoppen brings her eastmeets-west aesthetic to The
Retreat, in addition to suites
on the Edge® Series, and
select spaces and suites of
The Retreat fleetwide. With
six different accommodation
options, all are spacious,
stylish, and frame indelible
views. Known for clean lines,
neutral tones, and subtle
opulence, Hoppen’s design
touch is further defined by
blurring indoor-outdoor
living. As the largest, most
luxe suite in the entire fleet,
the two-bedroom, two-bath
Iconic Suite offers panoramic
views from atop the captain’s
bridge. But no matter which
incredible stateroom you
make your headquarters,
you’ll be treated to V-VIP
extras: a team of butlers,
cashmere mattresses, Frette
robes and slippers, and
Santal amenities, to name a
few.
THE STAY: The Retreat isn’t
only a sanctuary for top
accommodations, it’s akin to
a private club where guests
can revel in experiences

reserved only for them. The Retreat Sundeck is
one of the most talked-about spaces, featuring a
private pool with chic, overhanging swings. Take
in the 360-degree view from The Retreat Sundeck
jacuzzi, order a savory bite at the bar, or ask your
personal server for another handcrafted cocktail,
since premium drinks are included. From the
moment you book, a dedicated Retreat Concierge
will help you plan every experience. Once
onboard, your Concierge will book everything,
including Private Journey land excursions, spa
treatments, and private dining reservations.

Opposite: Iconic Suite by Celebrity Edge®. Clockwise from left: The oceaninspired Celebrity Edge® Spa; the floating Magic CarpetSM hovers over the
side of the ship; Celebrity Edge® staterooms feature private balconies.

THE DINING: As the
founder of worldrenowned restaurant
group and the NYCbased, Michelin-starred
restaurant Daniel,
celebrity chef Daniel
Boulud is a talent
most every gourmand
reveres. As Celebrity’s
Global Culinary
Ambassador, Boulud’s
collection of signature
dishes are exclusively
available to The Retreat
guests. Luminae at
The Retreat, a private
restaurant, keeps the
chef’s culinary talent
front-and-center, with
menus inspired by his
global perspective.
Unwind with a nightcap
at The Retreat
Lounge, then take in
the dazzling nightly
entertainment.

Apex of the Ocean
New Ship, New
Perspectives
Celebrity ApexSM ℠encores the
transformational look and feel of its
Edge® Series of sister ships. Highlights
include the floating Magic CarpetSM.
Cantilevered off the ship’s side, it invites
guests to eat, drink, and soar above
the sea. The Retreat is the all-exclusive
experience for all-suite guests, while
stylish staterooms feature Infinite
Verandas. What’s more? Indoor-outdoor
garden escapes and two-story Edge Villas
with private terraces and plunge pools.

Cruise with Peace of Mind.
Enter OFFER M22304 on the website found
on the back cover and receive
seaworthy inspiration.
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WOW FACTOR /

ABROAD & BEYOND

ADAPTABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY HAVE TAKEN
ON NEW MEANING, and as we look to reconnect
with land, sea, and the communities that fully bring
them to life, Silversea remains innovative, forwardthinking, and ready to entice—with some of the most
inspired itineraries at sea. Here are a few highlights
to spark your 2022 and 2023 wanderlust.
ALL-INCLUSIVE, ALL THE TIME
Silversea’s new collection of 2022/2023 itineraries
is its most robust ever, and decision fatigue is a
good thing here, as guests can choose from more
than 300 journeys across all seven continents.
From enhanced classic itineraries and enchanting
overnights in iconic destinations, the new collection
features five unprecedented Grand Voyages and
unforgettable new expeditions across the Indian
Ocean and on the Amazon River. Here are a few
teasers, to name just a few of the many reasons to
start planning early.
SHORE EXCURSIONS
Silversea Expeditions has always included shore
experiences, but for the first time in Silversea’s
history, travelers will partake in at least one
complimentary shore excursion in every itinerary
on the Classic fleet. With a range of experiences
in every port of call, this offer is included with all
voyages in the new itinerary collection and across
the line’s entire fleet of 10 ultra-luxury ships.

BY THE NUMBERS:
2022-2023 Itineraries
Shore excursions in every port.

300 journeys across all 7 continents.
660 destinations in 144 countries.
60 maiden ports of call.

ON THE HORIZON
As Silversea Cruises looks to the future, complimentary shore
excursions and inspired new itineraries beckon.

Opposite: Witnessing the Goðafoss waterfall in Iceland during sunset. From top:
Melbourne’s enticing cityscape; Silversea’s new Silver Moon.

EXPEDITIONS
If there were ever a time
to live out the “carpe
diem” mantra, Silversea’s
expedition menu is a perfect
reason to take an extended
sabbatical in 2022/23. From
seven-day expeditions to
the Galápagos Islands to
unseen tropical wonders
in the Caribbean and
South America, let your
imagination wander, as
Silversea has mined onthe-ground experts and
onboard expedition leaders
to curate once-in-a-lifetime
experiences. Additional
expeditions include new
and exciting Europe
explorations of some of
the most remote Scotland
Islands in the North Atlantic
and the Azores archipelago
in Portugal, and a trip to
Australia and New Zealand,
where you’ll venture past
the secluded islands of
Melanesia and the pristinely
isolated Kimberly coast.

Digital Download.
Get cruise ready by entering
OFFER EW26485 on the website

GRAND VOYAGES> GRAND
NORTHERN EUROPE ABOARD
SILVER MOON 53 DAYS, 40 PORTS,
13 COUNTRIES
Silversea’s first-ever Northern Europe
Grand Voyage celebrates a unique
fusion of past and present, from
the sun-drenched Lisbon coast to
the natural wonders of Iceland. And
with stops including such remote
destinations as Akureyri, Torshavn,
Oban, and Patreksfjörður, you
can count on untrammeled areas
with compelling communities and
otherworldly natural beauty. You’ll
also take a deep dive into the culture
of such well-known cities as Saint
Petersburg, Oslo, and Bordeaux—all of
which deliver the ultimate European
escape.
GRAND PACIFIC ABOARD SILVER
MOON 58 DAYS, 30 PORTS,
8 COUNTRIES
Navigate the Far East with insider
access to far-flung beaches, urban
retreats, and an indelible fusion of
culture and cuisine. The Grand Voyage
through the Pacific travels from
Melbourne to Osaka, New Zealand to
Papa Guinea, from Shanghai to Hong
Kong, and more. Immersive experiences
celebrating music, art, and fine dining
will bring each destination to life, while
back on board Silver Moon, a world of
style and savory cuisine awaits.

found on the back cover.
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WOW FACTOR /

ABROAD & BEYOND

ABROAD & BEYOND

A DARWINIAN DREAM

Opposite: Active excursions include sunset paddle boarding. Clockwise from
left: Lindblad guests learn from onboard experts; undersea wildlife sightings
are a daily ritual; young explorers can be National Geographic “certified” while
in the Galápagos.

Lindblad Expeditions uncovers the natural rhythm of the
Galápagos Islands with a ship designed for family discovery and
experts that reveal the magic of the natural world.
WHEN CHARLES DARWIN EXPLORED THE GALÁPAGOS
ISLANDS IN 1835, HE WAS AWESTRUCK BY THE
WILDLIFE. The “living museum” famously inspired his
Theory of Evolution and the remote archipelago—a
constellation of 19 volcanic islands located 600 miles
off the coast of Ecuador—evolved in isolation, creating a
unique environment home to hundreds of endemic species.
Designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1978, the
Galápagos is almost entirely national park, surrounded by
51,000 square miles of marine reserve. For anyone who is
curious about the natural world, a trip here—by ship—is a
must.
Enter Lindblad Expeditions and another famous explorer,
Sven Lindblad. The founder of Lindblad Expeditions grew
up listening to his father’s island tales, and the senior
Lindblad, Lars-Eric Lindblad, is regarded as the father of
ecotourism. He was the first to take citizen explorers to
many destinations, including the Galápagos in 1967.
As such, the Galápagos are the ultimate locale to explore
Lindblad’s founding ethos: Plant the seeds of curiosity
18
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early in youth. Along that vein, Lindblad’s 2021
Galápagos journeys are designed to ignite imagination
in adventurers of all ages. Guests will follow in Darwin’s
footsteps to experience all the wildlife, famously
unafraid, at such close quarters. So just what makes
exploring this enchanted area with Lindblad particularly
unique? National Geographic Endeavour II is a ship
perfectly adapted to the Galápagos. What’s more? The
natural beauty of the Galápagos runs even deeper when
experienced the Lindblad way:
EXPERT GUIDES
Lindblad allows guests to discover like real explorers,
employing state-of-the-art tools to uncover the natural
environment. The company’s unique, explorationbased program provides opportunities to paddleboard
and kayak. Lindblad has been an integral aspect of
the Galápagos community for 50+ years, attracting
the best and brightest local naturalists—the ones who
write the books on the islands and are most passionate

about sharing expert knowledge.
Guests actively explore daily, whether
on hikes, photo walks, zodiac forays,
kayaking, bicycling into the highlands, or
snorkeling.
LAND & SEA INSPIRED
Shared activities in a wild and unfamiliar
environment can unite a family. Spend
your days snorkeling among sea lions
in crystalline seas, kayaking alongside
marine iguanas, watching blue-footed
boobies dance in elaborate mating
displays, and marveling at prehistoriclooking giant tortoises. And Lindblad
journeys also celebrate the best of the
underwater world, offering almost daily
snorkel opportunities—and in some cases,
twice daily with chances to encounter
green sea turtles or playful sea lions.
Every guest is given complete snorkel
gear for the duration of their journey, but
if you’d prefer dry adventure, National
Geographic Endeavour II is equipped
with a glass-bottom boat. Additionally,
an undersea specialist captures vibrant
underwater video to present at a daily
“recap” cocktail hour.

MULTI-GENERATIONAL IMPACT
Developed in conjunction with National
Geographic Education, Lindblad’s unique
exploration-based kids’ program, National
Geographic Global Explorers, provides a
“smart-fun” experience. Kids and teens
can choose many cool activities—from
recording wildlife sightings in their Field
Notebook to collecting and observing
plankton—all adapted for their age, and
designed to develop the attitudes, skills,
and knowledge of an explorer.
EYE SPY: ONBOARD PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo opportunities in the Galápagos
are legendary. With Lindblad’s exclusive
photography program, both seasoned
photographers and aspiring shutter bugs
can capture their best photo yet. National
Geographic certified photo instructors
will assist with cameras or smartphones
and the basics of composition, lighting,
and more.

By the Numbers>
Conservation
Lindblad Expeditions has
raised $9 million+ for
many local projects, from
scientific and educational
to artisanal. Establishing
a farm-to-table culture
in Galápagos, Lindblad
purchases upwards of 40
tons of fresh produce
annually.

Digital Download.
Watch the Galápagos
come to life via video.
Visit the website found on
the back cover and enter
OFFER EW26670 for more

Expedition Envy. Enter OFFER M22324

inspiration.

to unlock the finest in ocean discovery.
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Pura Vida!

Opposite:
Exploring Costa
Rica’s green
scene. Left:
Stylish interiors
and private
plunge pools
at Nantipa-a
Tico Beach
Experience.

After reopening its borders, Costa Rica’s lush jungles and enchanting
coastlines are primed for decadent discovery. BY IGNACIO MAZA

22
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SAN JOSÉ > LA FORTUNA >
ARENAL

All’s an Adventure

O
v
e
r

the past century, Costa Rica has
become the Switzerland of Central
America. The country is safe, easy
to navigate, politically stable, has
a high standard of living, and is
a leader in sustainable tourism.
What’s more, nearly one third of
Costa Rica is either a national
park or nature reserve. Although
the country is relatively small
in size, akin to the state of West Virginia, it’s
giant in terms of biodiversity, with more unique
species and habitats per square mile than
anywhere else on earth. Costa Rica’s stunning
landscapes vary from mountains reaching
10,000 feet above sea level, to 100 volcanoes
(six of which are active), impenetrable forests,
to beaches on both the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. It’s also an enticing destination for
travelers who like to be on the move. No matter
which region of the country you see, adventures
abound: Ziplining, white-water rafting, hiking,
surfing, and mountain biking are all fair game.
And perhaps the most compelling reason to
visit? Costa Ricans are warm, welcoming, and
easygoing. The country’s national greeting,
¡pura vida!—or “pure life”—is more than an
expression, it’s an inspired way of life.

My Costa Rica adventure started with a
flight to San José, the country’s capital.
My mission? To experience the diversity
and unique terrain the country is famous
for, with a few lazy beach days along the
way. After clearing customs, my driver
took me to the town of La Fortuna and
the Arenal Rainforest region, a 2.5-hour
journey from the airport.
Arenal is a must, as it’s naturally
designed for a wide range of adventure.
It’s also home to some of the finest
resorts in Costa Rica, peppered along
the foothills of the eponymous active
volcano. Hike through rainforest
reserves and walk across canopy
bridges, some more than 400 feet
long and suspended high above the
forest floor. You’ll trek among trees and
vegetation, and come eye-level with
scarlet macaws, toucans, and howler
monkeys. Although the trails are clearly
marked, I recommend exploring with a
guide to gain a deeper understanding
of the forest and wildlife. If you’re a
thrill seeker, don’t miss the ziplines.
My favorite outfitter is Sky Adventures,
which challenges guests on a funfilled course of eight ziplines. I soared
over the forest at 50 miles per hour,
with clear views of the volcano in the
distance (an unforgettable experience!).
Don’t miss rappelling down a series of
waterfalls; scary at first—yet exhilarating
once you the hang of it. Other activities
include hiking to the base of La Fortuna
waterfall (well worth climbing five
hundred steps up and down), whitewater
rafting on the Sarapiquí River, or
kayaking in nearby lakes.
U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E S
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From left:
Taking in
Costa Rica’s
cascading
hot springs
at Tabacón
Resort & Spa;
a morning surf
in Guanacaste.
Opposite:
The famous
Rio Celeste
Waterfall
in Tenorio
Volcano
National Park.
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Stay & Play

After a day of adventure, return to
your rainforest retreat. Two top Arenal
respites are Tabacón Thermal Resort
& Spa and Nayara Springs. Tabacón
was originally conceived as a hot
spring and restaurant, inspired by the
thermal mineral springs emerging
from Arenal Volcano and waterfalls
and pools surrounded by tropical
gardens. Tabacón Thermal Resort & Spa
provides luxurious accommodations,
extensive spa facilities, and all-day
hot springs access. For an elevated
stay, book one of the newly updated
suites, which feature ample living and
sleeping areas and spacious terraces.
Just a short drive away, Nayara offers
three resorts (all under one brand)
surrounded by the tropical rainforest:
the original Nayara Gardens, with
terraces and outdoor showers; Nayara
Springs, with private villas outfitted
with plunge pools; and a recent addition,
the Nayara Tented Camp, with clifftop
luxury tents featuring private pools and
unobstructed volcano views.
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GUANACASTE & NICOYA
PENINSULA > SANTA TERESA

Lush Landscapes

From Arenal, you have decisions to make. One option is
to continue to Monteverde, Costa Rica’s premier cloud
forest nature reserve. The area is justly famous for an
abundance of wildlife, with more than 400 species of
birds and countless varieties of orchids and butterflies, all
under a canopy of lush vegetation. Another option? Drive
northwest to Guanacaste, which is exactly what I did.
The terrain changes dramatically as you leave
Arenal and enter the dry forest, which receives
little or no rainfall during Costa Rica’s dry season
(December through April). These lower-elevation,
endangered forests are home to resilient wildlife. I
stayed at Rio Perdido, a design-forward ecolodge
overlooking a canyon fed by thermal waters from the
nearby Miravalles Volcano. Opt for one of the original
guestrooms or stay in a new center bungalow with
spacious layouts, large terraces, and outdoor showers.
Rio Perdido is touted for its Canyon Adventure, a
challenging course involving ziplines, suspended
bridges, and via ferratas. And if that’s not enough
adrenaline-inducing thrill, the property’s 600 acres
offer miles of hiking and biking trails. Lastly, don’t miss
a dawn or dusk soak in the rejuvenating thermal waters.
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Surf & Beach Culture

From Rio Perdido, I flew to the tip of the Nicoya
Peninsula (located on the Pacific) and the town of
Santa Teresa. This region of Costa Rica is famous
for its beaches, relaxed vibe, and consistent waves.
Santa Teresa has been a surfer’s paradise since
the 1970s, and as such, has an unhurried, relaxed
approach to the pura vida mantra. I stayed at
Nantipa, a small oceanfront resort on a pristine
stretch of beach. With just 15 bungalows, the resort
thrives on an intimate, friendly ambiance. Enjoy
easy-to-access surfing, fishing, hiking, horseback
riding, and snorkeling. And when ready for some
down time, survey the waves as you doze off in one
of the resort’s hammocks. Of the many guestroom
options, I preferred the bungalows with plunge pools
and direct beach access.

Rainforest, Please

Before returning to New York, I spent two nights
at El Silencio, a secluded mountain lodge about
an hour-drive from San José. Sitting at 5,000 feet
above sea level in a lush valley within a vast nature
reserve, El Silencio blends beautifully with the
tropical rainforest. It consists of individual suites
and villas, offering privacy, space, comfort, and wide
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terraces. The lodge was recently renovated
(and now looks better than ever), with
refreshed guestrooms, enhanced facilities, and
new features like a private deck where you can
savor a special lunch overlooking the Gorrión
River. Within the estate, enjoy hikes, horseback
rides, guided bird watching, and yoga classes.
Off property, visit an authentic coffee
hacienda, hike to Las Gemelas or del Toro
waterfalls, or witness the crater of the mighty
Poás Volcano (tip: schedule your activities in
the morning and reserve time in the afternoon
for a spa treatment or siesta). Finally, don’t
leave El Silencio without visiting the lodge’s
hummingbird garden, a gathering spot for
hundreds of hummingbirds in every color of
the rainbow—an unforgettable sight.
The only downside of visiting Costa Rica?
The moment you leave, you’ll want to return.
Which is why I can’t wait for my next pura vida
adventure.

Opposite:
Arenal
Volcano;
From top
left: Brilliant
wildlife
sightings
are a daily
delight;
author
Ignacio Maza
explores the
Costa Rica
rainforest.

Digital Download. Explore Costa Rican
adventures by entering OFFER EW26485 on the
website found on the back cover.
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Sand and sea
scapes at
Amanera in
the Dominican
Republic.
Opposite,
clockwise
from top left:
Mexico’s
One&Only
Mandarina;
Florida’s Amrit
Ocean Wellness
& Resort;
Amanera;
Austin’s
Commodore
Perry Estate.

Haute Hideaways
Whether you want to laze the day away oceanside, explore lush jungles, or savor local culture
and cuisine, these chic retreats are redefining the nature of hospitality. BY ERIN LENTZ

“There’s

something
about this
sand

.

It has a special energy, so make sure to
walk barefoot while you’re here.” As my
son and I stand on the white grains of the
Dominican Republic’s Playa Grande beach,
these are the first words of wisdom from
Albert, a private guide at Amanera resort
who will soon take us paddleboarding on
the famed Laguna Gri-Gri, all the while
revealing a plethora of island lore. Albert
is a former U.S. baseball star who returned
to his hometown of Rio San Juan because,
he tells us, he couldn’t deny the lure of the
Dominican’s wild northern coast—and its
magnetic sand. Early the following morning
I heed his advice, and my barefoot beach
run is indeed one to remember.
Amanera is supported by a predominately
local team, thus all our activities are guided
by the natural rhythm of the landscape.
As we go paddleboarding, hiking, ATV-ing,
ziplining, and spa-ing, it’s either the sea
or the jungle that serves as our compass.
And when we reluctantly pack our bags and
close the door to our heavenly oceanfront
casita, we bring a bit of the Dominican
culture home with us: memories made,
along with an Amanera keepsake in the
form of a tiny Taíno zemí statue that now
stands sentinel on my son’s nightstand.
Crafted from native Guayacan wood by
local artisans, it symbolizes protection and
strength. For my son, the figurine reminds
him of Albert, and for me, it speaks to how
travel can quickly reignite wonder.
As you look to rediscover and reconnect
in 2021, this customized guide to resorts
in the Caribbean, Mexico, and the U.S.
showcases how luxury hospitality
continually creates a playful blueprint for
inspired stays.
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AMANERA

(DOMINICAN REPUBLIC)
From fast-tracking through immigration and customs
to receiving a personalized farewell gift of the resort’s
signature scent and smudge rituals, Amanera is two
steps ahead of every whimsical guest experience. Built
atop a ridgeline that straddles coast and jungle, the
property frames elevated views of the horseshoe-shaped
Playa Grande beach. Here, pro surfers and athletes like
Albert act as your adventure allies, yet equally of note
is the resort’s Zenful approach to service. Naturally
designed for privacy, this sanctuary is a master of
calm, with gentle reminders that nature is our common
denominator.
SUITE LIFE: One- and two-bedroom casitas feel like luxe
residences, many with private infinity plunge pools, and
all with spacious outdoor living areas, grand modern
bathrooms, floor-to-ceiling glass doors, and such design
influences as warm woods and minimalist lighting. A
private barbeque can be arranged on the terrace of your
casita, while a dedicated chef and server will cater to
your every epicurean whim.
THE ADVENTURIST: Amanera’s adventure menu is
robust: surfing, paddleboarding, and private yoga,
not to mention jungle ATV-ing, hiking, and ziplining.
Additionally, guests can charter private helicopters or
boats to navigate the coast, while diving and snorkeling
reveals an ethereal world of coral, tropical fish, and
pelagic wildlife. We bumped along steep jungle terrain on
tricked-out Polaris ATVs while our guide stopped to point
out (and make sure we sampled) passionfruit and cacao.
The adventure ended with a zipline above Playa Grande’s
impressive swell, which entices the country’s top pro
surfers.
SIP & SAVOR: Helmed by Executive Chef Diego
Martinez, Amanera’s cuisine celebrates fresh-caught
seafood served with Caribbean, Mexican, and American
influences. Standouts include grilled snapper with spiced
vegetables, tuna poke bowls, stellar sushi, and a daily
caviar and truffle menu. Wines are carefully curated,
from French-leaning rosés to rare cult reds. My guilty
pleasure? The margarita crafted with house-infused
tequila and passionfruit, garnished with spicy sea salt
and a chile pepper—the perfect companion to a dip in
the resort’s Instagram-worthy infinity pool. Guests can
also take a cigar-rolling class, as hand-rolled Dominican
cigars are considered among the world’s finest.
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The Dominican Republic’s Amanera resort is tucked between a lush jungle and Playa Grande.

SPA SCENE: At Amanera Spa, the three- or five-day
“Healing Through Lunar Forces” retreat is guided by
the cycles of the moon, incorporating yoga, cooking
classes, spa treatments, and boating adventures.
Another can’t-miss? The new, three-day “Holistic
Immune Support Retreat.” Anchored in local
ingredients (a medicinal herb garden was planted
onsite, specifically for treatments) spa rituals and
discovery walks draw on nature to combat illness
and boost body and mind.
ONLY AT AMANERA: The 370-acre, 72-par
oceanfront golf course is considered not only the
best in the Dominican, but arguably in all of the
Caribbean. Pro golfers, athletes, and celebrities
all vie for tee times here, and the member’s-only
course ensures plenty of room to perfect your swing.

ONE&ONLY MANDARINA

(RIVIERA NAYARIT, MEXICO)
With each new year, discerning travelers create a
wish list of where to go next. Topping many? The
One&Only Mandarina. Located just 45 minutes
from Punta Mita, this Riviera Nayarit sanctuary
is officially open, and guests are swooning over
the cliffside retreat overlooking a remote stretch
of the Pacific coastline and the Sierra del Vallejo
mountains. Expect tucked-away treehouses and
clifftop villas, destination dining from Mexico’s most
famous chef, Enrique Olvera, and a meticulously
curated, exclusive experience menu designed for
elevated adventure and wellness. What’s more? The
brand new Mandarina Equestrian & Polo Club hosts
both aspiring equestrians and the world’s top polo
players.
SUITE LIFE: You’ll find 105 chic, standalone
treehouses and villas, all of which are
secluded amongst the canopy or perched
cliffside. Designed for indoor and outdoor living,
accommodations include private plunge pools and
terraces, floor-to-ceiling windows, glass walls, extralarge bathrooms, custom woodwork, and artifacts
by local designers. Constructed with raw materials
indigenous to the region, the villas live like safe
sanctuaries, inspired by the spirit of the Cora and
Huichol cultures.
SIP & SAVOR: Mexican Chef Enrique Olvera’s Carao
restaurant dishes Mexican fare with a modern twist,
such as Horse Mackerel Ceviche with soybean germ
and cucumber and Aged Whole Fish Zarandeado—a
regional cooking method using a marinade of dried
chile paste and slow roasted over hot coals. And
32
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Opposite: One&Only Mandarina’s standalone suites frame indelible views of the Pacific. Above:
The almost 500-year-old La Abuela, or “Grandmother Tree,” is a focal point of the property.

to further tempt your palate, the “Flavors of Mexico”
experiences include a “Taco Y Maiz Culinary Class,”
in which guests learn to prepare traditional tortillas
and tacos, while the “Not Just Tequila” spirit tasting
features the lesser-known flavors of Raicilla, Pulque,
and Sotol.
BALANCE IT: While Mandarina adventure is always
on tap, wellness is equally top of mind. Opt for the “4
Elements Invocation,” a two-hour ritual focused on the
elements and healing powers of earth, water, air, and
fire. Situated in a natural volcanic rock garden, the
One&Only Spa features a collection of six enclosed
treatment rooms cocooned beneath a canopy of large
Higuera trees. Don’t miss Tata Harper’s Mystique Herbal
Codex treatment, inspired by the Badianus Manuscript
(the earliest text on Mexican medicinal plants and
ancestral remedies).
THE LIFE AQUATIC: Fishing with a local legend? Check!
Navigate the open ocean with famed fisherman Don
Panchito, a native of El Monteón. While you lure that
big catch of the day, Panchito will reveal generational
fishing lore, spinning stories of the local tradition. Back
at the resort’s The Jetty Beach Club, guests can surf,
kayak, paddleboard, and snorkel.
ONLY AT MANDARINA: The Mandarina Polo &
Equestrian Club stages world-class equestrian
activities. Envisioned by lauded designer Alejandro
Battro, it features horseback riding lessons and trail
rides to nearby waterfalls and swimming holes. Also a
hub for international polo matches, you can simply sit
back and watch the action. A favorite for the littles? The
Mandarina Jungle Course. Featuring a set of adrenalinepumping physical feats, it includes ziplining, rappel
courses, and an obstacle trail. Lastly, hike to La Abuela.
Known as the “grandmother,” the tree, nearly 500 years
old, is a focal point of the property.
U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E S
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An Elevated
Escape
COLORADO’S
GATEWAY
CANYONS
RESORT & SPA

THE WELLNESS WARRIOR: A wellness “blueprint”
begins prior to arrival, as a coach from Amrit’s
Personalized Wellness Support System™ will help
you co-create a Personalized Wellness Roadmap.
Program highlights include daily meditation, a
detox nutrition option, private yoga and fitness
instruction, and a master aromatherapist.
SIP & SAVOR: With five on-property restaurants to
choose from, dining is an integral aspect to Amrit’s
holistic approach to wellbeing. Serving innovative
plant-based cuisine, the oceanside Ayre is anchored
in Ayurveda, with dishes that cater to dosha, or the
body’s energy. For savory fine-dining, the Resort
Restaurant features Florida coastal cuisine with
plenty of fresh-from-the-sea inspiration.
ONLY AT AMRIT: The Aayush Hydrothermal
Experience is the only one of its kind in Florida.
Highlights include specially designed Arctic Chill
Fountains to increase circulation and combat
headaches and body aches. Inspired by Kneipps
therapy, walk the Hydro-Reflexology Path (with
alternating hot and cold foot baths) to improve
circulation while foot reflex points are activated.
Lastly, Amrit’s halotherapy chamber harnesses the
power of salt to holistically enhance energy and deep
breathing.
Amrit Ocean Wellness & Resort is located on Singer Island, named after sewing magnate Paris Singer.

AMRIT OCEAN WELLNESS
RESORT & RESIDENCES

(SINGER ISLAND, PALM BEACH, FLORIDA)
As we look to reset body and mind in 2021, Amrit Ocean
Wellness & Resorts jumpstarts the new year with wellness
as your north star. Located on Palm Beach’s Singer island—
known for seven miles of sugar-sand beach and named
after sewing magnate Paris Singer—Amrit offers a multilayer approach to wellbeing, with mindfulness, fitness,
nutrition, relaxation, and sleep as its guiding pillars. And
when venturing off property, Singer Island adventure
includes hiking, biking, scuba diving, and snorkeling in the
beautiful John D. MacArthur State Park.
SUITE LIFE: Book a two-bedroom Oceanview Wellness
Residence and your suite is outfitted with a spacious
kitchen, outdoor terrace, and 2.5 stylish bathrooms. With
serenity the heart and soul of this property, guestrooms
are finished in muted tones, warm wood, and modern décor,
while the Atlantic Ocean remains the central focus for
seaside play.
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Amrit; Amrit; Opposite: Commodore Perry Estate;

COMMODORE PERRY ESTATE

(AUSTIN, TEXAS)
If there’s a U.S. city that has been top-of-the-radar
for hospitality’s finest, Austin arguably tops the
list. Given its southern charm, playful personality,
and live music scene, a cultural immersion runs
as deep as the city’s history. Auberge Resorts’
first urban retreat, the Commodore Perry Estate
is perfectly poised to bridge Austin’s past and
present. Tucked along 10 secluded acres in the
Hyde Park neighborhood, this original Gatsbyesque architectural landmark exudes style and
sophistication and features a dramatic 50-foot
oval swimming pool, hand-painted murals by artist 
Deborah Phillips, an organic garden, vintageinspired bicycles, and complimentary house cars.
SUITE LIFE: The pulse of Commodore Perry Estate
is the original, 10,800-square-foot Mansion, where
all five bedrooms of the Perry family’s original
residence have been reimagined into charming
suites that pay homage to the Mansion’s original
inhabitants. Additionally, a new three-story Inn

Lutie Perry’s lively spirit is the inspiration for cocktail culture at the Commodore Perry Estate.

features 42 guest rooms and seven terrace
suites. One- and two-bedroom Inn suites
are designed for entertaining and furnished
with mid-century Italian and 1920s Spanish
pieces.
THE CULTURIST: Stroll through the
local gardens, toast the week with a
Sunday Supper, or opt for the “Records
and Reserves,” which pairs vinyl in the
Listening Room with specially curated
reserve bottles ranging from cult Napa
Valley Cabs to small batch bourbon. Texas
whiskey and vintage Willie Nelson? Yes,
please! Off property, spend a day exploring
Austin’s famous Congress Avenue or the
city’s free-wheeling east side.
SIP & SAVOR: Known for Jazz Age social
gatherings and s oirées, estate matriarch
Lutie Perry’s is the inspiration for the
brand new L
 utie’s Garden Restaurant.
Helmed by husband-and-wife duo Bradley
Nicholson and Susana Querejazu (formerly
of Austin’s lauded Barley Swine and Odd
Duck restaurants) and serving Texas
heritage cuisine, Lutie’s enticing garden
setting is complemented by seasonal

menus and decadent craft cocktails.
MINDFUL ESCAPES: Kickstart your
stay feeling balanced and grounded
with intentional meditations led by local
yoga instructor Melissa Phillips. Or try
the “Mystic Hour,” monthly contactless
readings with Palmist Miriam Weber. If you
want to break a sweat, the resort’s HIIT
(high intensity energy training) boot camp
will boost energy and metabolism.
ONLY AT COMMODORE PERRY ESTATE:
Join the Commodore Perry Estate team
for bi-weekly herb gardening and plant
propagation classes, or take “Infusions
101,” a class devoted to infusing spirits
with house herbs and dried fruits in the
Estate’s Apothecary. Come dusk, gather
at the Mansion for a nightly Punchbowl
Cocktail Hour complete with vintage lawn
games and brilliant sunsets.

Just a short drive from
the iconic towns of
Telluride and Moab,
Gateway Canyons
Resort & Spa is reason
enough to visit the great
American west. Tucked
away in the remote
Palisades of Western
Colorado, Gateway
Canyons is located in
the heart of red rock
country (think ethereal
flattops and massive,
needle-like mountain
spires) and primed for
cowboy culture. By
day, hike, mountain
bike, or horseback ride
through the rugged
Colorado backcountry.
Come evening, get
ready for a blanket of
stars and incredible
dining at the resort’s
southwestern Paradox
Grille. Founded by the
Discovery Channel’s John
Hendricks, the resort is
also a step back in time—
the on-property Gateway
Canyons Auto Museum
captures Hendrick’s car
obsession and displays
everything from a 1906
Cadillac Model H Coupe
to the iconic 1954
Oldsmobile F-88 concept
car.

Insider Access. With the Hotels &
Resorts Collection, exclusive privileges await.
Enter OFFER M22282 on the website on the
back page to explore further.
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THE

NEXT
JOURNEY
With these Top 10 unrivaled experiences
while on land and aboard the decadent
Regent Seven Seas Splendor,™ a new
reason to travel has arrived.
BY JEN MURPHY
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Luxury at sea has a
new benchmark.
The all-suite, all-balcony Regent Seven
Seas Splendor™ features more than 46,000
square-feet of Italian marble, and her 375
suites include nearly 52,000 square-feet of
balcony space—among the largest balconies
at sea. And with more than a half-dozen
restaurants, Broadway-worthy onboard
entertainment, and state-of-the-art spa and
fitness facilities, it has all of the amenities
of a five-star resort, complemented by
itineraries that take you to the world’s
dreamiest destinations in the Caribbean and
Mediterranean.

1. SUITE LIFE

Spacious suites feel like your home away
from home at sea. Every one of the 375
suites features a furnished private balcony,
while layouts range from 307 to 4,443
square feet. Set high atop the ship on Deck
14, the Regent Suite has been tastefully
decorated with rare works of art, modern
furnishings, and features an in-suite spa with
a sauna, steam room and jetted tub—a first
for any cruise ship.

2. LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

Big city-worthy theater and music
performances ensure guests always have
a memorable evening of entertainment
when they sail with Regent. Spanning two
decks, the Constellation Theater transports
you to Broadway with its high-energy
shows produced by a team of Broadway
choreographers and directors. A cocktail
pianist captivates cruisers nightly in the
Observation Lounge, while the elegant
Casino—inspired by the gaming halls of Las
Vegas and Monte Carlo—tempts friends to
test their luck around the roulette wheel.

Previous Page: The coast of Croatia. Opposite,
clockwise from top: Exploring the scenic streets
of Barcelona; seared diver scallops and pork belly
confit; Regent Seven Seas Splendor™ living room.
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3. WINE AND DINE

When you sail aboard Regent Seven Seas Splendor™,
you’ll never repeat a meal. With more than a half
dozen restaurant options, you can savor perfectlyaged porterhouse and cult Napa cab at Prime 7 one
evening, and then pristine sashimi and sake at Pacific
Rim the next. Chartreuse conjures the old-world
bistros of Paris (its menu features frog legs in garlic
cream), while Sette Mari at La Veranda tantalizes taste
buds with authentic Italian specialties paired with
Tuscan wines. And the ship’s signature restaurant,
Compass Rose, embraces the glamorous side of
cruising, showcasing sparkling chandeliers, Versace
dinnerware, and such classic dishes as Chateaubriand.

4. ONBOARD ENRICHMENT

Like a floating classroom, the ship offers a range
of activities and programming aimed at tapping
into guest’s passions, be it golf or paddle tennis.
Gourmands can fine tune their cooking skills at the
state-of-the-art Culinary Arts Kitchen. Worthy of a
Top Chef set, an impressive 18 cooking stations sit
atop three long, curved rows with white quartzite
countertops and stainless-steel accents. A curriculum
curated by Executive Chef and Director of Culinary
Enrichment, Kathryn Kelly, includes classes on
everything from Cuban classics to batter-based
recipes like French crêpes and Tuscan flatbreads.

5. FITNESS AT SEA

A track on the ship’s Sports Deck makes it easy to
get your steps in at sea. Start the day with a sunrise
walk or jog and end at sunset with a game of bocce
or bridge. Practice your fairway swing at the ship’s
Golf Net while admiring ocean vistas, or challenge
your friends to a casual round on the top-deck
putting green. A fully-equipped gym meets all of your
workout needs with spin bikes, treadmills, dumbbells,
and Technogym Strength Machines. Lastly, resident
fitness experts lead classes like Pilates and yoga and
are also available for one-on-one personal training.
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6. MAKE EVERY DAY A SPA DAY
Self-care should be part of a daily
routine at home and at sea. Every
treatment at Serene Spa & Wellness
begins with a warm eucalyptus wrap to
soothe the shoulders and neck, while
also relaxing mind and body on your
journey to tranquility. Destinationinspired therapies range from a calming
rose facial to an around-the-world
massage incorporating Swedish stroke
techniques, volcanic rocks, warmed
coconut poultices, and bamboo stalks.
Extend your bliss by booking time in the
hydrothermal suite, which features an
infrared sauna, cold room, and aromatic
steam room.

7. CARIBBEAN DEEP DIVE

Itineraries in the Caribbean go beyond
white sand beaches and rum drinks.
Guests will be immersed in local culture
via bucket-list ports of call such as
San Juan, Puerto Rico, Gustavia, St.
Barts, Castries, St. Lucia, St. John’s,
and Antigua. The Regent Seven Seas
Splendor™ seven-night Steel Drum
Fantasy sails round trip from Miami on
February 28, 2022. Highlights include
exploring the lesser known Mayan ruins
of Chacchoben and Kohunlich in Costa
Maya, Mexico; snorkeling the vibrant
reefs of Harvest Caye, Belize; and taking
in the art and architecture of storied Key
West.

8. CROATIA’S COASTS

During the 17-night Croatian Coasts
and French Flare itinerary, departing
April 19, 2022, Regent Seven Seas
Splendor™ will hit iconic ports like
Venice, Monte Carlo, and Barcelona as
well as up-and-coming coastal towns
along the shores of Croatia. Excursions
in the UNESCO World Heritage City of
Dubrovnik take guests off the beaten
path with activities ranging from a

catamaran sail along medieval Old Town
(which served as a film location for “Game
of Thrones”) to an afternoon of wine
tastings. In the port of Zadar, guests have
the opportunity to board a smaller boat
and cruise throughout (and anchor to
swim) the paradisiacal islands of Kornati
National Park. And in Split, get to know
the locals during a cooking lesson in the
small Croatian village, where you’ll learn
to prepare the traditional dish, soparnik,
a.k.a. Croatian pizza.

9. THE BEST OF THE BALTIC

Two of Europe’s top design destinations,
Stockholm and Copenhagen, bookend
the seven-night White Nights and Regal
Sights itinerary departing June 14, 2022.
You’ll want to tack on extra days to
take in the Scandi style and world-class
restaurants of both cities. You’ll also
visit St. Petersburg, where you’ll take
in the fabulous Fabergé Museum and
browse the bejeweled eggs created for
the imperial family, or delve deep into the
city’s architecture on a three-day tour
that includes visits to Peterhof, the rival
to Versailles, and St. Isaac’s, the largest
cathedral in Russia. Stops in lesser-known
cities including Tallinn, Estonia, Klaipéda,
Lithuania, and Gdansk, reveal rich
histories and modern futures.

10. MEDITERRANEAN MOMENTS
FOR WINE LOVERS

Oenophiles won’t want to miss the
15-night Voyage of Bacchus departing
Monte Carlo on May 6, 2022. A wine and
food lover’s dream cruise, you’ll visit
legendary wine destinations including
Bordeaux, France, and Oporto, Portugal.
Day trips include the wineries of SaintEmilion in the French countryside and
the port houses along Oporto’s beautiful
Duoro River. Guests will have the chance to
join chef-instructors from the Splendor’s
Culinary Arts Program on market tours
and food crawls in ports of call such as
Bilbao and Barcelona. Cheers!

on the website found on the back cover for
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Regent Seven Seas
Cruises is working with
the industry’s Healthy
Sail Panel, an 11-person
team of crossdisciplinary experts, to
provide peace of mind
during the coronavirus
pandemic. Regent’s
Health and Safety
Protocols include 74
best practices that
cover all aspects of
onboard and shoreside
operations to protect
guests, crew, and
communities in ports
of call. Each ship has
a dedicated, onboard
Public Health Officer
to oversee all outbreak
prevention initiatives,
including day-today sanitation of
all public areas and
accommodations. This
includes continuous
disinfection of public
areas and high-traffic
touch points as well
as daily fogging of all
suites, public spaces,
and guest corridors.
All ships have also
had medical-grade,
HI3 HEPA air filters
strategically installed
to provide cleaner air
for guests. Regent’s
team is constantly
monitoring the global
health map so that crew
can nimbly modify or
in some cases cancel

Ready to Regent? Enter OFFER M22307
Opposite, clockwise from top: Regent Seven Seas
Splendor™ Observation Lounge; the ship’s spacious
pool deck; onboard happy hour.

Regent
Reassurance

ocean-inspired sojourns on the horizon.

itineraries impacted by
the coronavirus. Sailing
safely is Regent’s top
priority.
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TRAVEL
ELEVATED

Beyond

VACATIONS

p. 44

CRUISES
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HOTELS & RESORTS

p. 47

A brilliant sun salutation over Old Town in Nuremberg, Germany.
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VAC AT I O N S
INSIDER

EUROPE

Meet famous locals, visit iconic sites, enjoy incredible meals at critically acclaimed restaurants, and
unwind at the finest properties in each destination. As a proud member of the The Travel Corporation
family of brands—a family owned and operated company with more than 100 years of expertise in luxury
travel—a Luxury Gold experience delivers an unforgettable journey.

SPAIN & PORTUGAL IN STYLE

ULTIMATE ITALY

FRENCH VOGUE

Experience the passion, creativity, and romance
of Spain and Portugal. Witness fiery flamenco
performances, marvel at Gaudi’s dreamy
architecture, and appreciate enchanting citrusscented squares.
12 NIGHTS

This magnificent journey showcases Italy’s
grand past, romantic cities and exquisite natural
wonders. Step into the ancient world, as a Local
Expert shows you the cobblestone alleyways
of Pompeii, the Vatican Museums, the Sistine
Chapel in VIP style, and the gravity-defying
Tower of Pisa.

Uncover the glamour and rich heritage of
France as you journey from iconic Paris to the
heart of romantic Provence and the dazzling
French Riviera. Stay in luxurious hotels and
be introduced to passionate foodies and
historians.

Select travel dates through 10/1/21

11 NIGHTS

OFFER 1391470

Select travel dates through 10/3/21
OFFER 1391477

Select travel dates through 10/9/21
OFFER 1391458

T R A N S AT L A N T I C +
S C A N D I N AV I A

“Seize the day” takes on a new meaning during an elegant Cunard® voyage, where each day is a special
occasion and you are free to do as you please. Glide across the largest dance floor at sea, dine on exquisite
cuisine, be inspired by acclaimed guest speakers, or unwind in the spa. Cunard will transport you to
incredible destinations and locales in style and grace.

EASTBOUND TRANSATLANTIC
CROSSING

London Theatre at Sea with the Olivier Awards
Queen Mary 2®
ITINERARY: Brooklyn Cruise Terminal (New York),
London (Southampton)
7 nights departing: May 14, 2021

9 NIGHTS

VACATIONS INCLUDE: Luxury accommodations, exceptional dining, immersive experiences, exclusive VIP events, local sightseeing,
services of an expert Traveling Concierge, small group journeys, transportation by luxury coach with double the standard legroom, VIP
door-to-door transfers*, complimentary Wi-Fi on coach and in many hotels, baggage handling and hotel and restaurant tips.
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CRUISE
INSIDER

• Up to $200 shipboard credit per couple
• Complimentary box of chocolates
OFFER 1365628

EASTBOUND TRANSATLANTIC
CROSSING

NORWAY AND NORTHERN
LIGHTS

A Journey of Genealogy in association with
Ancestry®
Queen Mary 2®

Through the Lens with the Royal
Astronomical Society
Queen Victoria®

ITINERARY: Brooklyn Cruise Terminal (New
York), London (Southampton)

ITINERARY: London (Southampton), Alesund,
Tromso, Narvik, Narvik, Stavanger, London
(Southampton)

7 nights departing: June 16, 2021
• Up to $200 shipboard credit per couple
• Complimentary box of chocolates
OFFER 1365630

12 nights departing: October 20, 2021
• Up to $300 shipboard credit per couple
• Complimentary box of chocolates
OFFER 1365725

CALL OR VISIT THE WEBSITE, FOUND ON THE BACK COVER, FOR ADDITIONAL INFO + LATEST VACATION OFFERS.

CALL OR VISIT THE WEBSITE, FOUND ON THE BACK COVER, FOR ADDITIONAL INFO + LATEST VACATION OFFERS.

*Restrictions apply. | Amenities may vary by category and travel date. Restrictions, terms and conditions may apply. Additional fees, restrictions, terms and conditions apply. Enhanced health and safety
protocols in light of COVID-19 have and will continue to impact offerings, which may vary from what is displayed or described within these pages.

Amenities may vary by category and travel date. Restrictions, terms and conditions may apply. Enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 have and will continue to impact offerings, which
may vary from what is displayed or described within these pages. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda.
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CRUISE
INSIDER

EUROPE

H OT E L S & R E S O R T S
INSIDER

Uniworld Boutique River Cruises combines unsurpassed luxury and
personalized experiences with unrivaled value, unmatched amenities, and incomparable service.
Uniworld elevates all-inclusive river cruising to a new, uniquely inspired level.

Hotels & Resorts
Collection

USA

Discover the vibrant California coast at Terranea Resort. With the Hotels
& Resorts Collection, enjoy exclusive privileges such as complimentary
breakfasts, resort credits, and available upgrades.

TERRANEA RESORT

Los Angeles, CA
Terranea Resort is poised above the Pacific on
the beautiful Palos Verdes Peninsula. A hidden
gem on the Los Angeles coast, this 102-acre
luxury Southern California resort destination
is surrounded by tranquil waves and offers a
whole new world of relaxation and adventure.
The Mediterranean-inspired resort features
582 guestrooms and suites, including spacious
bungalows, casitas, and villas. Other luxurious
resort amenities spotlight eight distinct dining
experiences, a full-service spa, award-winning
golf course, four swimming pools and ecological
enrichment programs.
EXCLUSIVE:
• Daily breakfast credit for two (up to $60) at
		 Catalina Kitchen or in-room-dining
• $100 resort credit per room, per stay
• Upgrade, early check-In and late check-out,
		 subject to availability
SUITE PRIVILEGE:
• $100 food & beverage credit, once per stay
		 (minimum two-night stay in select room
		 categories)
OFFER H1137

CLASSIC GERMANY & AMSTERDAM

River Princess

NEW FOR 2021! The many wonders of the Rhine
and Main rivers are yours to discover on this
voyage through the most charming towns of
Germany.
7-NIGHT ITINERARY: Amsterdam, Cologne,
Rudesheim, Miltenberg, Wurzburg, Volkach,
Bamberg, Nuremberg
Select travel dates through 10/15/21
• $300 shipboard credit per couple
OFFER M22303
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MILAN, VENICE & THE GEMS OF
NORTHERN ITALY

NEW! S.S. La Venezia
Uncover the enchanted beauty and breathtaking
history of Venice and Northern Italy.
9-NIGHT ITINERARY: Milan (two nights, hotel
stay), Verona, Serego Alighieri Winery, Venice
(two nights), Chioggia, Polesella, Bologna, Porto
Viro, Chioggia, Burano (overnight), Torcello,
Mazzorbo, Venice (two nights)
Select travel dates through 10/29/21
• $300 shipboard credit per couple

BRILLIANT BORDEAUX

S.S. Bon Voyage
Experience the proud legacy and heritage of
Southwest France.
7-NIGHT ITINERARY: Bordeaux, Blaye,
Bourg-en-Bresse, Fort Medoc, Pauillac,
Cadillac, Libourne, St. Emilion, Libourne,
Bordeaux (two nights)
Select travel dates through 10/31/21
• $300 shipboard credit per couple
OFFER M22302

OFFER M22301

CALL OR VISIT THE WEBSITE, FOUND ON THE BACK COVER, FOR ADDITIONAL INFO + LATEST VACATION OFFERS.

CALL OR VISIT THE WEBSITE, FOUND ON THE BACK COVER, FOR ADDITIONAL INFO + LATEST VACATION OFFERS.

Amenities may vary by category and travel date. Restrictions, terms and conditions may apply. Enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 have and will continue to impact offerings, which
may vary from what is displayed or described within these pages. Ships’ Registry: Switzerland & The Netherlands.

Additional fees, restrictions, terms and conditions apply. Enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 have and will continue to impact offerings,
which may vary from what is displayed or described within these pages.
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POSTCARD FROM …

Hawaii, with JANET

KATO-WHITE,

Vice President
of Leisure Sales,

Montage
International

I’D MOST LIKE TO DINE WITH:
Dr. Jane Goodall, primatologist and
environmentalist; and violinist
Itzhak Perlman.
NEVER TRAVEL WITHOUT:
Flashlight, Hawaiian salt and ti
leaf, an extra face mask, and hand
sanitizer.
TRAVEL THAT MATTERS:
I traveled to Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah, Malaysian Borneo six times,
working with an extraordinary
Malaysian family who founded and
operate Echo Resorts. Utilizing
sustainable practices, Echo
runs organic fish and vegetable
farms to not only provide farm-totable products for its resorts, but
also for the local community. Echo
Community supports special needs
children in a nurturing environment.
It provides medical, psychological,
and physical therapies to children
with no immediate family, giving
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VETTED&VAST
Time is the ultimate luxury.
We’ll handle the minutia, so you can travel with ease.

them a quality of life they would
not have otherwise. Healthy body,
healthy mind, healthy community!
BUCKET-LIST TRIP:
Ni’ihau. Located among the chain
of islands of Hawaii, it’s known
as the “forbidden island.” On
Maui, spotting a nēnē goose in the
wild at Haleakalā Crater would be
incredible.
WHEN I’M NOT WORKING YOU’LL
FIND ME:
Birdwatching—my new favorite
pastime wherever I am in the
world, as it’s a representation
and window into Darwin’s theory.
Secondly, planning “quality”
sleep—something modern humans
never achieve and money can’t
buy, but needed to repair our
souls. There’s something about
falling asleep to the sound of
the ocean that speaks to my soul,
especially when I am in Hawaii.

NEVER THOUGHT I’D:
Be working for a hotel company.
Specifically a fast-growing, ultra-luxury
hospitality management company. It
surely helps when our resorts are in
beautiful locations embracing culture,
community, art, and people.
CURRENT OBSESSION:
Traditional Japanese hand-forged knives
made by families and passed on through
generations. This craft is considered
a national treasure. And learning to
play the ukulele—the chosen musical
instrument of Hawaii. I’m seeking
instruction from my very patient friend,
Silla Kaina, the Cultural Ambassador at
Montage Kapalua Bay.

I N S I D E R A C C E S S . E XC LU S I V E B E N E F I T S . B E S P O K E T R AV E L
P E A C E O F M I N D . YO U R W I S H , O U R C O M M A N D
Life-changing journeys? We’re on it. Call us today.

AMANERA,
DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
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